


The year since the October 2022 
S&P 500 lows has been 
remarkable in its inability to 
consistently produce more new 
highs than new lows. 



After three years of a sideways 
grind, there is more complacency 
than fear.



Bull markets used to be 
characterized by extended 
periods of more new highs than 
new lows. Now, just getting NH > 
NL on back-to-back days seems 
like an achievement.



Without the tape turning higher, 
index-level strength could 
struggle to persist. 



The Value Line Geometric Index 
bounced off support – the 
question now is whether it can 
make sustained progress.



Best evidence of a bull market 
would be an extended period of 
quiet accompanied by an 
extended period of strength.



Last week’s combination of quiet 
and strength was as good as we 
have seen since August.



Liquidity is the lifeblood of the 
economic and financial markets. 
In the wake of the post-COVID 
feast we are now contending with 
starvation rations. You need to go 
back to the start of the Great 
Depression to find money supply 
contracting on a year-over-year 
basis.



Percentage of ACWI markets 
above their 50-day average 
settling into the green zone 
(>70%) can provide a breadth 
tailwind for the S&P 500.



After the most widespread new 
lows in over a year, new highs 
have exceeded new lows among 
ACWI markets for  two weeks in a 
row.



Stocks started to rally once the 
earnings revision breadth stopped 
falling. 



Financial stress is fading after 
never really building.



15 weeks in a row of NL > NH is 
tied for the third longest such 
stretch since the 2008-09 
Financial Crisis. Over the past two 
years (104 weeks), new highs have 
exceeded new lows a total of only 
18 times.



The long-term trend favors stocks 
over commodities.



Switching between stocks and 
commodities (based on the 
direction of the relative trend) 
produces better returns and less 
volatility than static exposure to 
stocks.



Stocks have bounced but the 
absence of both fear and strength 
argues against trying to chase the 
upside at this point.



Our Fear or Strength model has 
provided helpful guidance for 
steering clear of necessary 
volatility in the markets. It’s 
worked well over the past 30 
years and has continued to prove 
useful over the past two years.



Abc.

The long-term trend in the Value Line Geometric Index turned higher last week and the percentage of global markets above their 50-day 
average has climbed above 70% - both of these developments are consistent with bull markets.



Our bull behavior composite 
index jumped from 2 to 4 this 
week, the highest reading since 
August.



The long-term trend in the S&P 
500 turned higher in May while 
the Tape (as measured by the 
trend in net new highs) has 
remained weak. These two series 
have tended to move together 
over time, so this divergence is 
notable for both its degree and 
duration.



Bond yields have pulled back 
from their recent peak, but the 
trend continues to rise.



Six sectors are above their 200-
day average. This model doesn’t 
get bullish until it climbs to nine 
(or drops to one).



Bond market is again trying to 
anticipate a Fed pivot..



Our global trend indicator has 
doubled off its October low but is 
still only half what it was in July. 



This would be a logical spot (from 
both an index and industry group 
perspective) for small-cap 
leadership.



% of industry groups above their 
10-week averages has moved 
from 1% to 85% in the space of 3 
weeks.



Industry group trends overall has 
seen more gradual improvement 
but are heading in a positive 
direction.



The October rally attempt faded 
when breadth did not follow 
momentum higher. That hasn’t 
been the case so far in November.



II Bull-Bear Spread has climbed 
back above 20%. Elevated but not 
excessive optimism helps sustain 
rallies.



More bulls than bears on the AAII 
survey is helping fuel the fade in 
persistent pessimism.



Elevated fear can spark a rally, but 
sustained strength usually 
requires improving sentiment and 
breadth.



Since 2006, vast majority of S&P 
500 returns have come when 
Consensus Bulls have been above 
50%. This week it jumped up to 
56%. It takes bulls to have a bull 
market.



Our adaptive approach to asset 
allocation has stocks near their 
max overweight, commodities at 
max underweight and bonds just 
above neutral.



The stock/bond ratio has proven 
resilient – bouncing off support at 
the previous high and now 
approaching its July peak.



When the trend for Commodities 
is falling, diversifying into them 
can bring more costs than 
benefits.



Industrials/Technology ratio back 
to a level seen only during the 
Tech bubble. This is also a 
comparison between the most 
top-heavy sector (Tech) and the 
most diverse (Industrials).



Technology ($XLK) is the most top 
heavy sector: top 5 companies 
are 60% of the weighting.

Industrials ($XLI) is the most 
diffuse sector: 80% of the 
exposure is outside oft the top 5 
companies.
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Banks and various groups within 
the Consumer Discretionary 
sector are improving while Energy 
is seeing broad deterioration.
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